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A smff £3p wmmto n* stucmrctjogs mxsmsBs 

wmomc'sim. 

In the aarmi analysis of the huntSag of Ggvujkntamm 

wmhims (5)s5l
a (6) the rotor is troatod os a torsional pendulum* 

and the differential equation of the osoillatlon or hunting io 

mattes as follows 

whsr© 3 is th© polar acoaat of inertia of th© rotor ©Hi any 

assGoiaiod naass ctm "is the torque 'eagle ia mechanical radiansi 

hQ is tho steady stats torque developed; and A L is th© change 

in torque or load® ! 

ohraaous impedance* Tim only admitted approximation is th&tj of 

substituting c{ for Bin °*v am th© grounds that it ia a fairly, 

good approximation for small values of and besides* it loads 

to a linear equation and its corresponding relatively simple 

solution* 

^Rofcronoos aro listed in Appendix 1 

<D 

is tli© damping constants kg, is tho dovolopod^torqus constants 

Considering th© case of tho oyssaotrioal cylindrical^ 
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the form 

In the caso of'a salient polo machine# kg&n is of 

—
3
 5IN <* + 

x<?2 S.NZQC (s) rad a 
*d 

similar approximation Is mde® 

la 1940 s Hurts (1) published an oscillographic 

study of tho tenting of a synchronous motor which indicated 

that the quantity is not a constants but ratter a function 

of tho initial value of o( and the excitation® Shis study details 
i 

the variation of tho quantities involved in the tenting process 

as determined from tho oscillograms# bat offers no theoretical 

explanation of those variations# 

Minorsky (S) in his work on nori"linoar mechanics 

gives a stability study .of the oylindrioal-rotQr synchronous 

machine originally published by Vlasov (?) in Hussion# Itoo 

basis of thsir analysis is a differential equation, fra? the 

syncliranouo naohino credited to an article by Dreyfus published 

in 1911 (8)# bafortemtely# this equation does not appear in 

the 1911 articles Tte author credit Is correct hosevsr# 

since it is derivable using methods from fart I of an article 

by Dreyfus published in 1988 (2)0 Sis latter inference is 

not given by Minoreby® Part 11 of this article which was to 

have been a mathematical study of the tenting of synchronous 

machines ms apparently never published# 

It ms thus proposed to reproduce in part the 

experiment of Kurts# and should Ms results be verified# to 
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derive a more accurate differential equation of . motion for 

the synchronous isaoMue to replace (l) above* following tho 

method of Dreyfus® 

smuxet 

A port of Kurts* experiment ms reproduced using a 

Waetlaghous© 16 Im. salient polo* 1800 rpm alternator and an 

indirect method of torque angle moasuroaento Oscillograms 

wore taken of tho variation of torque angle for both suddenly 

applied and removed load* figs 4 through 9* m the value of 

field excitation was increased*. 

Results of this experiment substantiated in general 

those found by Kurts® The initial magnitude of variation of 

torque angle mo uniformly greater for tho case of -the allied 

load than for the case of the ramoved load* and in hath oases 

increased as the excitation mo increased® The damping ms 

greater for the cose of the applied load at the loser values 

of excitation* although this diffemac©. decreased aa the 

excitation increased? at extremely high values of excitation 

the damping appeared to bo leas for tho ease of the applied 

load than for th© corresponding case of removed load# In both 

oases tho damping appeared to decrease as the ox citation increased® 

The hunting frequency increased with increased 

excitation* aid was greater for tho case, of sudden load removal 

at the lower values of excitation* tho difference decreasing 
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m the excitation ms increased to very hi# values* It ms 

found hare that for extremely high values of excitation*, the 

hunting frequency was actually greater for the case of the 

suddenly applied load0 as i© shorn in Pig IQ# 

Aa analysis developed for the aylindrio&l-rotor 

synchronous mohiae resulted in m equation of notion for the 

synchronous mehioe to replace equation (I) above* It explains 

qualitatively the variatl m of damping with excitation a© is 

shown in Pigs 18 and IS* 

The variation of hunting frequency my bo explained 

freta the fact that this frequency increases with increased 

electrical coupling between the rotor and stator or as the 

effective exaltation is Increased* The leading armature 

current which exists at the-higher mines of excitation has 

a magnetising rather than dSB«gE»tisl«g effect and thus in» 

creases the effective; excitation* This offset is. greater when 

the aachine IS loaded since the armature current is greater* 

Tha armature current is lading at lower values of excitation 

and its demagnetising effect tends to reduce the effective cou¬ 

pling and thus tends to reduce the hunting frequency* 

PI80U8SICB 

OTSSKAX* 

fo reproduce the experiment of Kurts# the circuit 

ms eet up as shorn in Pig 1# with the fallowing exceptions* 

Hie ri#b tend synchronous aaoMne ma driven separately and 
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tho otofos of both moliiaoa mr& equipped with a torque angle 

measuring device as detailed la the photographs Fig B© Tho 

induction regulator and the phase shifter were not used at 

this point® 

fh© torque angle measuring dsvloe consisted of two 

plastic discss each bolted to plastic hubs which wore keyed • 

to the machine shafts® About the perimeter of the disc m 

tho machine under test ms a high resistance wire which me 

fed with a direct current through slip rings mounted on the 

hub® A brush ms mounted on tho perimeter of tho disc on 

tho unloaded machine and connected to a slip ring on its hub© 

This brush rod© on tho resistance wire# thus supplying an. 

Hi drop proportional to the relative instantaneous angular 

displacement of the machine shaft®* Shis ms to provide a.: 

measure of instantaneous torquo angle in mechanical radians© 

This ms tho method used ly Kurts © It proved to 

bo. highly unsatisfactory© fh© voltage drop to bo measured . 

ms not largo enough compared with the noise induced ty the 

brushes© Tho use of filters and different -types of brushes 

failed to eliminate the trouble* When it seemed Impractical 

to pursue this method further* -the indirect method of measuring 

torque angle indicated in Fig 1 ms utilised© 

In this method* the synchronous motors were coupled 

mechanicallyj the right hand machine being operated as an al*** 

teraater with separate excitation* A single pirns© of its 

output wee then ocrajarod. with the output of on© phase of -the 
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Startsm phase shifts? which vms supplied with ths system voltage* 

through the induction regulator# % adjusting the isagnitu&es 

of the octagarod voltages and the phase of the system reference 

voltage to &ero before the application or removal of loads 

any subsequent voltage difference is then proportional to 

the sine of one half the torque angle in electrical radians** 

She poor mm form of the synchronous aaohin® outfit 

'isad© it impossible to adjust this difference voltage to zcro0 

although a reasonable satlsfaotoiy mil was possible* ibis 

method tma utilised in taking the oscillograms shorn in Figs 4 

through 9* 

Inspection of these oscillograms reveals that they 

substantiate in general the results found by hurts* The 

initial magnitude of variation of torque angle is uniformly 

greater for the case of the applied load than for the case of 

the removed load# and in both oases increased as the excitation 

mo increased a She damping is greater for the case of the 

applied load at tho loser values of excitation# although this 

difference decreased as the easel tat! on increased g at extremely 

high values of excitation the damping appears to bo loss for 

the case of tho applied load than for the corresponding mm 

of removed load* In both oases tho damping appears to decrease 

as the excitation is increased* 

Kurts found that the hunting frequency increased with 

higher values of excitation# and that it ms always greater for 

the ease of sudden load removal# although the difference 

•So© Appendix HI 
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diminished at tho higher Tallies of excitation# 

It was found here that hot only did this difference 

diminish# but for extremely high Tallies of excitation# the 

hunting frequency for the cases of the applied load actually 

exceeded that for the ease of the .removed lead* A plot of 

hunting frequency m a function of the exciting current is 

therefom included as fig 10* it is believed that this is a 

further result rather than a difference.# since a mat greater 

range of excitation mi: used boros the general shape, of the 

curves in Fig 10 eorreapondit to that found by Kurts# 

Stda variation of-hunting frequency say be caplaiasd 

fnesa the fact that as is generally known-* the hunting frequency 

increases with increased electrical coupling between ■&© rotor 

and stator# or as tho effective excitation inoroases# The 

loading armture current which exists at tho higher values of' 

exaltation has a- magnetising rather “than demagnetising effect • 

and this- increases the effective excitation* This effect is ; 

greater when tho machine is loaded since ■ the armature eurresobh 

is greater# 2ho aimture current is lagging at .XoaSr values- 

of excitation and its demagnetising offset tends to 'reduce - 

the offeotiv© coupling and thus tends to reduce the hunting 

frequency# 

All of the above conclusions are based' on tho . 

assumption that tliey are independent of the variation of the' 

load values and supply voltages which could not be eliminated 

from tho exporisaont# by.;- 
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Those points having boon established* it reiaalns to 

consider analytically tho action of tho synchronous machine 

t#iilo hunting. and to derive its differential equation of 

motion# Qaa method of doing this is based upon ih® differ** 

ontial equations for the various voltages and currents oon« 

corned® Another method is based on the use of the vector 

diagram for the synchronous noMus ishloh has teen derived fro® 

these equations., Since the vector diagram is .generally more 

familiar than the differential equations* the following anal"* 

ysis trill be based on. this diagram* To simplify tho analysis* 

only 1d*e ease of the syaaotrioal cylindrloal**rotor Mil b© 

considered* although it is bolivod that a similar analysis 

might be based upon the two-reaction theory® The effects 

of harmonica and saturation Mil be neglected® 

ELECTRICAL T0RQ1HSt 

A® STEAOT STATS POSSE. 

Hefer to fig 11 which. is the synchronous impedance 

diagram of a cylindrical^rotor machine acting as a mots**. . 

The electrical steady stats poser developed. per phase is 

2Q e ~jyny^ or p
0 

s 8iao° \ z I7horo
 Yin i8 

mutual impedance of the rotor field winding and tho stator at 

tho synchronous frequency and 1 is the stator currant per ghacm# 
0 

Fur^*er. the current 1 may be separated into its .two 

components to this wttSiorf 

i = L - u 
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Making, this substitutions 

S * *| fa * $ ) 
O 5 M Q (n) 

Be iwararf POSER DURUM HUBTUTO# 

1* Asynchronous Damping 

Mien a synchronous machine hunts with an angular 

velocity*-- « the action la similar to ^asynchronous machine 
^ V j,, 

naming with a.slip* &0 Which la equal to V—, Damping power 
tjx 

is developed duo to. tho of foot of the current % induced in 

the rotor by its relative motion® a® with respect to th© 

synchronous field of tho stator# For this case tho following 

voltage ©qmtiona may b© written! 

(111) 

<W) 

Where y is the mutual impedance of th© stator and rotor 

(excepting the exciting winding) and rg is the resistance 

of th© rotor circuit* -2fae reactance of th© rotor is assumed 

to b© negligible einao th© slip is small* IR is tho armtur© 

ourront* 

Solving the aoeond of those equation® for th© rotor 

rt 

ll 

current gives$ 



Substituting this result into equation (III) gives#. 

t. ~ 1, & •*■ V i 

Tha stator current is then 8 ft 

£ 

Ju -t i 
V3 -t 

T 

f- -4- 

a ~ 

5 % 
i (i r\ 

Z, V? 

I 
* «*. %/' * \$: 

t 
r‘s» * /vs \ i.—— I i *? \ *» 

- n * f% 'v 2: r*. / 
Neglecting terras in sto since s is small gives: 

v'% 

'a ~ 1 £*1* 
The stator current is thus mde up of two components* 

T C v' ^ 
Ig du© to the terminal voltage and & I »rp„l.l due to the slip* 

iz f*. 
The rotor current is then: 

i t 

JLZ 

fer... 

Js»- 

£■ Y % \ 
; 

neglect lag terms in tf» 

Si© damping power per phase is the dot product of 

the stator current and the voltage induced in the stator by 

the rotor current Xg$ 

f< % )T 

rl 

* 1* 

/ fc 
I V 
I X 5 

.Jl w \ 

Trri j 
nogleotlng tame an ad# 

fc. $ (¥) 

So Synchronous Damping 

When the machine slips as previously described* tho 

induced’ voltage in the stator is reduced from its steady state 

value of i30 by a factor (l • ©)• The stator current du© to 

this induced voltage is then 3 

S' (> - ■«.. \ • — ® -v-4 J 

X+- \M!™ W 
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since the ataior roactanoo Is also reduced XFJ this factor «> 

Batiimlisiag this expression. for and neglecting terns in 

s2 as ther/ appear* 

l- ^ ^ n & p ) 

is 



Eb0i*0jfore# 

i\ 
•*» ^0 

Zz 

t* 
> 

■j 

***** 

2-v 
h*> 

X 

X 

turn 
**•*«> 

2 
iL, 

r(*’' *2*j»«'-«-‘) ] 

■ r*** 

Z Xm 

fj» X 

1T" 
Cafe *2. .O 

*0 , »VJ O (c 0 h L O * \ *issi •->, *c ;3 \ 
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Tho moment duo to the action of Ig and B0 has o 
boon calculated in Bart A since it is part of the steady 

state poser* Shat due to the &2g component of tQ la the 

synchronous damping power PQ and my be calculated as follows t 

; Y- U- 
f\ \ 

b 

$« Interaction Damping 

Shore now remains tho damping due to the interact I on 

of the synchronous stator and asynchronous rotor# ami tho 

asynchronous stator sand synchronous rotor* 

Iho first of these is8 

1 

V ^ t * 
» \ 

l\ i | 
.U ^ | 

v<; 

x, £ 

* 

4w* * 

\ 

r 

■«* 

is 



- Y & r> .. M ^ C ©*» ci 
hi g* 

Sto© second iss 

(VII) 

W' 
H <v «• <, 
* » W ■wi 

\ 'fC-n £ • A 

C** *> L. "2* o EL**© Y & 

i~ n 

»o y‘ & 

-j* ^ 
'-* 1X 

, \ w j 

w I 

;=l_i Co* Ei 
"jS v *- »% 

© (VIII) 

Si© total ©leobrlaal poser per pfeas© is them 

Vg. -- K» * *' 4 -t -$ S> 

1 C wi^i^rO'j - £0 S‘«0 I 
£ L ■ ' 1 j ,1™,IL. •+• ‘i>iU:?Wsi» if* 

•A^ r 

-«* , W 
Wg Yf 

"Z^ K * *U 
- t> v’v 

X 2. 

«-* Y - -,-. I . 
js» (IX) 

2X s' 
A A 

% asking tho substitution s ss «* rj* * the equation 
4 w 

of raofcion of the raachino my bo v/ritton by equating the poser 

quantities Involved s 

J 
4 *< .x | H Y jR* 

vl! "rr^ S^oL,.^5v 7 
U 

’N' *• 
T Vi V $> C* -O •4- fc. fc* y “ , 

£Y. 
©OS? ■*v‘ 

k* A. ** 
4- Wa Y ^ ,. i M , rn £„ \ . ,.\ 

■^TT I TT r ’ 1 '¥ jfe-^V^Y) 
*— * i, ' J O'- £. L 

^•« Dmp ^ ~ v^0 +- i\ysj m 
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Where TJ is the c ..instant load -oopponent (including windage 

and friction leases)# Aw is the variable load component# a 

is the number of phased and k is the conversion factor . 

relating watts and foot-pounds per sooond or r*ntts and motor- 

kilograms per second# depending on the units of <J* This 

constant Is. also includes the conversion from mechanical to 

electrical radians* 

This equation Is submitted as being a mom nearly 

correct relation of the quantities involved than (2) above* 

Consider now the total electrical damping ?Moh is 
45 

the coefficient of ■Jft -CJD* with 
Yv

= V* i * 

D ~ Y i ;4< - 
r% 

C.$ ^ ■ 
&* ssr 

' Lt' V'"Y d-- ■ ■■ ■ 

Suppose T 8 100* a * 3# P # 10°. a 10°, and 1 » S .13T* 

Shea the values of the four components of the .damping coeffi¬ 

cient may bo calculated as functions of E0 which is directly 

proportional to the exaltation by the assumption of no 

saturation# Results of such calculations using the.values ■■ 

given above are tabulated in Fig 13* • She*-results are shown 

graphically in Fig IS* 

Fig 12- further indicates that for still higher 

values of excitation* it might b© possible for the total, 

'damping to bo m@ative* This result is in agreement with 

tho findings of Vlasov who ms able to produce this condition 

experimentally# although no description of hia experiment 

seems to bo available in any language other than Russian* 

1? 



mwummm 

The experiment of Kurts which indicated that the 

torsional pendulum treatment of synchronous mohinoa did not 

entirely and accurately describe the hunting phonownea 

was reproduced in part and hie results verified© 

An explanation of the variation of hunting frequency 

with excitation for loading and unloading the machine has 

horn developed$ and m differential equation of motion for a 

cylindrical-rotor machine deriveds which indicates at least 

qualitatively the variation of demising with excitation# 

Althou#. this analysis provides some insight into 

Mi® hunting phenomenon as it exists in a salient pole type 

maohiaee an analysis based upon the two reaction theory is 

suggested as a subject for further research in this field# 

It is believed that the methods presented here oould be 

titilisodj, and the results of such a study would prove most 

useful# 
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AFPEHDIX II 

Gsoillogmgh series resistance end shunt resistance dates 

'S&mmmb Quantity 

la Load Currant 

2<* torque Anglo 

s* . Load Voltage 

lisas© Currant; 

8# Phase Voltage 

Go Plaid Voltage 

Series Bee# Shunt Hose 

SO ohms OoOOS ohiisa 

200 oleas Hone 

8000 dsns Mon© 

2 dins OeOOS etos 

2000 cfam Hone 

SOCK) dsns Ilona 
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A SUM OF W1S H gUCHEOms t&CHXOBS 

Calculated ■w&ces of the ecxapanenbs of the dafapias 

coefficient as ftinetlaos of the tectoeed voltage B0t> 

E0 

50 

er- 
. /S& * 
1790 

f~ S,NPCO*£P 
r-r 2^ 1 

5J*c,s„ 
636 

,-Z 
- ,r 

Kt'-- 

281 

60 1790 40 825 366 

?0 1790 ■ 56 963 512 

80 1730 73 noo 670 

90 1790 93 1240 84a 

100 1790 115 1374 1045 

no 1790 139 1510 1265 

im 1790 165 1650 1505 

130 1790 19.3 1790 1770 

JJ^O 1790 225 1925 2050 

150 1790 253 2060 2360 

160 1790 293 220O 2680 

170 1790 331 2340 3020 

180 im 372 2470 3390 

190 1790 414 2610 37®) 

200 1790 457 2750 4190 
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